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the genetical history of humans and the great apes - the genetical history of humans and the great apes
h. kaessmann & s. pa¨ a¨ bo max planck institute for evolutionary anthropology, leipzig, germany abstract.
kaessmann h, pa¨a¨bo s (max planck institute for evolutionary anthropology, leipzig, germany). the genetical
history of humans and the great apes. j intern med 2002; 251: 1–18. the short legs of great apes:
evidence for aggressive ... - life history (susman et al. 1985). short limbs, however, must limit the ability to
bridge gaps between possible sites of sup-port when climbing and traveling through the canopy. indeed, the
most arboreal apes, gibbons, have relatively long hindlimbs for catarrhines of their size (jungers 1984). short
limbs, therefore, 596 c 2007 the author(s) original broadcast: february 19, 2008 ape genius before ... great apes’ habitats, members, behavior, and mating habits, along with anecdotes of the animals’ depiction in
literature, myths about members of the species, and tales of famous animals. the great apes: our face in
nature’s mirror by michael leach. sterling publishing, 1998. provides an introduction to the great apes that
includes comparisons anbi 133: evolution and ecology of the great apes - course description: the great
apes are our closest living relatives and their ecology and evolution provide insights for human evolutionary
history and perhaps ideas about how to co-exist with them. the courses examines the natural history,
behavior, ecology, and life history of each of the the evolution of human life history - sarweb - titled “the
evolution of human life history,” november 2 through 8, 2002. the seminar was organized with three clear
goals: to identify the ... should be concentrated on a short list of derived features of human life ... living great
apes to reconstruct the likely life history of our common growth, development, and life history
throughout the ... - opment, and life history of extant great apes, australopiths, and early to later members
of the genus homo. novel ana-lytical techniques, imaging modalities, and hard-fought ob-servational data from
naturalistic studies of great apes can now be synthesized to paint a broad view of the evolution of life history
throughout the course of the human ... great ape conservation - biologyu - learning objectives: to prepare
you so you have a thorough understanding of the natural history, biology of and behavior and threats facing
the great apes. by the end of the course you should be able to read both popular summaries, on line reporting
(this is a rapidly changing field) and scientific papers on the conservation of great apes. the real planet of
the apes: a new story of human origins ... - these fossil apes are not only great apes but also african apes
(homi-nines.) this was a new idea—and it is not as widely accepted today as the conclusion that european apes
are great apes. the reason this new idea is controversial is the same old story—every event of any significance
in the evolutionary history of apes and humans was a history of apes - assetsoklocker - a history of apes
and their beliefs vii preface this book is a brief history of the apes and some of their known beliefs that
includes a focus upon two thousand years of belief by the human branch of the ape tree since the first century
of christianity. the facts and events considered in this short film great transitions: the origin of humans
... - short film great transitions: the origin of humans pause points the great transitions film may be viewed in
its entirety or paused at specific points to review content with students. the table below lists suggested pause
points, indicating the beginning and end times in minutes in the film. what is unique about human
thinking? - umass amherst - what is unique about human thinking? a natural history of human thinking.
michael tomasello. harvard university press, 2014. 192 pp., illus. $35.00 (isbn 9780674724778 hardcover). m
ichael tomasello heads a research group at the max planck institute for evolutionary anthropology, in leipzig.
his work deals with how human thinking goes beyond ... toward a life history of the hominidae - life
history holds a place in centuries of literary, philosophical, and scientific ... shaped behavior. thus, extreme
infant helplessness, short birth spacing, and/or ... great apes. clearly ... human evolution - austin
community college district - genetics & evolution: human evolution, ziser lecture notes, 2014.11 5 ! belief
in supernatural and life after death ! importance of cultural evolution the evolutionary branch leading to
humans probably began ~7 million years ago molecular evidence indicates that great apes diverged from
human line ~10 my ago (dna is ~97% similar)
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